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Lee County Airport

at Lee County Airport


	
	Services
	
	Aviation fuel
	Aircraft parking (ramp or tiedown)
	Hangar leasing / sales
	Pilots lounge / snooze room
	Internet access
	Restrooms
	Courtesy transportation






	
	Aviation fuel services
	
	Brand: 	Titan 
	Fueling hours: 	24 hours a day


 

	Fuel prices as last reported on 04-Apr-2024
	
100LL Avgas Self service	  	$5.80
	
Jet A Self service	  	$4.40


 

Prices include all taxes. Prices not guaranteed.
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		Contact information
	
	Address:	773 Airport Rd

Jonesville, VA 24263



United States of America

	Telephone:	
276-346-7714

	Fax:	276-346-7712
	Email:	ddpoe@leecova.org
	Web site:	www.leecova.org/Airport.html





		Hotels Nearby
	

	ECONO LODGE MIDDLESBORO	33.1 mi
	SUBURBAN STUDIOS MIDDLESBORO	33.1 mi
	SLEEP INN & SUITES	34.0 mi
	HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS MIDDLESBORO	34.3 mi
	QUALITY INN AND SUITES BIG STONE GA	34.5 mi
	RODEWAY INN	35.9 mi
	QUALITY INN	37.4 mi
	COMFORT INN AND SUITES	39.5 mi


You can book these or other hotels...
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	Comments from AirNav users
	
Comments are submitted by their authors and do not reflect the opinion of AirNav, LLC. All comments must adhere to AirNav's Policy on Comments.

	
From Frank E Dorrin Jr
on 26-Jun-2022
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I was not able to get a clearance out of here on the ground. The CD number in the IFD worked, but they gave me an alternate controller area that refused to give me a clearance. Apparently no one can talk with you coming out of there. I departed VFR and climbed above the airport to get my clearance. You can't do that if it isn't VFR. Otherwise Excellent airport that looks brand new. No one was inside or outside that we could see. Restrooms were clean and fuel was reasonable. Incredible view of the mountains. I'd stop again if the weather were clear.

 
	
From John Hartley
on 03-May-2022
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100LL PUMP IS EMPTY - NO NOTAM! Arrived yesterday evening at 1830, expecting to get 100LL. The card reader accepted my card, I turned on the separate switch for the pump, attempted to pump, and nothing came out. I tried calling the FBO number, no answer. I noticed a pick-up truck driving out of the parking lot as we pulled up to the pump leaving no one else around. Based on previous comment from a previous user and reply from "Dane Poe", the Airport Administrator is aware the fuel is inop and still won't post a NOTAM. Unacceptable. I called flight service, asking if I could post a NOTAM and learned you have to be on the airport's list of authorized people to post a fuel NOTAM. I flew north and grabbed fuel at Harlem and continued my trip. I'll be checking comments in the future and avoid places like this with unscrupulous managers. Good facilities, horrible management.
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